PennAccess: Parking Garage 26 – 3201 Walnut Street

Entrance Information:
3201 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104

The west entrance (1W) off Walnut Street into Garage 26 is closed to vehicular traffic during Construction. However, the east entrance (1E) off 32nd Street is open.

1. The only accessible entry or exit from this building requires sharing vehicle travel lanes through the overhead vehicle gates located in the Northwest (1W) and Northeast (1E) corners of the building. Entry requires a valid Penn Parking pass keycard.

Elevator Information:
• There are no elevators in this four story building. The only way to reach the upper floors is to use the stairs, or share travel ON the car ramps, which is extremely dangerous and should not be attempted.

Accessible Restrooms:
• There are no restrooms in this parking garage.

Building Information:
• This building has four floors, and no elevator.
• There is a grade level pedestrian door centered between the vehicle entry/exit pathways at the NW entry/exit (1W) and at the NE entry/exit (1E); however, the space just inside each door, is inadequate for chair maneuverability and further travel is blocked.

• There are two vehicular entry/exit points for this building. Level 1W at the NW corner of the building, is accessed from Walnut Street using the vehicular travel lane. Level 1E at the NE corner of the building, is accessed from 32nd Street. There is no accessible entry or exit for individuals in a wheelchair except to share travel lanes with vehicles. All pedestrian pathways and doorways have a curb, step or other obstruction.

• Level 1W has 20 bays reserved for vehicles with a Persons With Disability Parking Placard or Plates only.

• Note, with the Northwest (1W) entrance closed for the duration of the Singh Nanotechnology construction project, exiting onto 32nd Street leaves one with a 32-step climb onto the upper Walnut Street level, or a long detour onto Chestnut Street or a long detour down 32nd to 33rd Street, to reach campus.